A Rise of Citizen Application Developers Poses Data, Security and Integration Challenges

IT Leaders Reveal Concerns About Citizen Developers*

- **73%** believe that citizen developers risk using wrong data in apps.
- **69%** report data compromised security due to citizen developers.
- **58%** report their company has experienced integration issues due to citizen developed apps.

82% agree it’s necessary to ensure secure & scalable citizen development.

- **46%** required new platforms or roles.
- **45%** required from the IT Dept.
- **43%** required between Biz Units and IT Dept.

3 out of 4 IT Decision Makers Believe an Enterprise Low-Code Platform is the Solution to Mitigate Risks

More than 70% of IT decision makers are confident with a low-code platform:

- **77%** ensures right data in citizen-developed apps.
- **75%** alleviates the burden on IT departments.
- **71%** manages citizen developers.

Low-Code Platforms Power Citizen Developers to Realize Full Potential

- **79%** agree that low-code increases productivity.
- **79%** agree that low-code saves money.

---

* Employees outside of IT departments that create business applications for consumption by others.

Survey Methodology: A online omnibus survey was fielded among 508 Information Technology Decision Makers (ITDMs) in November 2016 to understand their pain points about citizen development (e.g., data security, integration, scalability) and the need for a new technology platform to manage citizen developers (i.e., a citizen integrator). ITDMs were identified as those working full time, with sole or a major influence on IT decision-making at a company with 20+ employees, as well as a balance of companies with less than 250 employees and companies with more than 250. The omnibus survey was fielded by YouGov.